Abstract-With the growing number of trajectory data produced by mobile devices, discovering the frequently visited places of a user, significant places, is crucial for supporting location-based services and applications. Most existing works have focused on the spatial distance between trajectory points. However, temporal aspects of trajectories such as moving speed and visit periodicity are important information as well. In this paper, we propose a spatio-temporal distance based clustering approach for discovering significant place from trajectory data. Our approach clusters multiple points that indicate the same place into a significant place while being robust to GPS sensing errors. We evaluated the proposed approach with real-world data, and experimental results show that it outperforms baselines.
I. INTRODUCTION
N the last few years, large amount of trajectory data is produced with the rapid proliferation of mobile devices. There has also been an explosion of location-based services and applications based on the information of the places which users frequently visit and stay, significant places. The trajectory data produced by mobile devices is in the form of trajectory which is composed of points, one of which represents a position in space in a certain instant of time. Therefore, to close the gap between trajectory data and significant places, discovering the significant places from the trajectory data is important.
Discovering significant places from trajectory data such as GPS is a well-explored area in the literature [1] , [4] , [7] . For instance, [8] extended the density-based clustering algorithm, DBSCAN [2] , to DJ-Cluster and used the extended algorithm to discover significant places from GPS points. A grid-based clustering algorithm for detecting places-of-interests from GPS while dealing with missing trajectory data was proposed in [3] . [6] Suggested a clustering-based approach for discovering interesting places by separating trajectories as a set of stops and moves. Unfortunately, there have been little consideration to temporal dimension of trajectory points.
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To this end, in this paper we propose a spatio-temporal distance based clustering approach for discovering significant places from GPS trajectory data. Our approach has three stages as follows. In the first stage, we extract stay where users stayed certain amount of time from GPS trajectory data by a clustering algorithm which is an extension DBSCAN. Not only the distance but also the moving speed between two points are considered in this algorithm. In the second stage, the stays are clustered into elementary places using Chebyshev ' s inequality-based method. In the final stage, we calculate the spatio-temporal distance between two elementary places to discover significant places. If the distance between two elementary places is shorter than a predefined value, these places are merged into a single place, and the clustered places are discovered as significant places after the three. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present an algorithm for extracting stays from GPS trajectory data. In Sections Ⅲ and IV, methods for clustering stays into elementary places and the spatio-temporal distance measure for merging elementary places into significant places are proposed. In Section Ⅴ, we show the experimental results on real-world data. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section Ⅵ.
II. EXTRACTING SET OF STAYS
The input to our problem is a sequence of N trajectory point consists of GPS, longitude and latitude, along with a timestamp. The input trajectory is in the form of 
Using RELN concept, we propose the DBSCAN based stay detection procedure, which is shown in Algorithm 1. In the line 1 to 9, neighbors of a point from trajectories are grouped when the two constraints in the line 5 are satisfied. To consider temporal distance between the point and the neighbors, we added the minTime constraint. The SeqTime of the neighbors is defined as follows. In the line 10 to 24, same procedure of above is applied to the neighbors of each neighbor point. As a result, the set of stays consists of the neighbor point clusters who satisfy the two conditions is extracted from the trajectories. 
III. DETECTING ELEMENTARY PLACES
In the previous section, we extract a set of stays from trajectory points. Due to the GPS sensing error, there is a possibility that two different stays are actually parts of the same significant place of a user. Fig. 1 shows an example of these stays not clustered into a single stay as expected. 8 p is generated because of GPS sensing error, and as the spatio-temporal distances between 8 p and other points are longer than the given Eps , 1 s and 2 s are not clustered into a single stay. 
IV. DISCOVERING SIGNIFICANT PLACE
From trajectory data, we extracted a set of stays and merged the stays into elementary places to resolve GPS sensing error. At last, multiple elementary places are to be grouped to discover a significant place with a single semantic. For example, two different gates of a big building could be extracted as two different elementary places, as GPS sensor doesn"t work inside buildings. In addition, if a user visit a place periodically but not sequentially, this place could be discovered as two different elementary places due to the temporal distance between each visit.
To this end, in this section, we propose a method for discovering a set of significant places,
H is the number of significant place, e as follows, based on the Haversine formula, which is an equation for calculating the shortest distance between the two points on a sphere from their longitudes and latitudes. e are considered as a single significant place. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate the concept of a significant place discovery. In this example, elementary places, C8 and C9 in Fig. 2 , have become a single significant place, C48 in Fig. 3 , after the merging procedure is performed. From the example, it can be shown that the proposed method successfully discovered the significant places, since there are two different gates of the building. . 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
We have implemented an application for data collection, and using the application, collected trajectory data of 46 college volunteers. At the sampling rate of two minutes, a total of 996,467 trajectory points were acquired during four consecutive weeks. Because of the weak network connection or discharged state of mobile devices, the collected data is not totally sequential.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, we manually labeled significant places based on Google Maps since collecting ground truth from users is almost impossible task. For the trajectory points generated within campus, we labeled significant places in a detailed fashion, e.g. "Library" or "Cafeteria". For the points outside campus, we labeled the significant places in a relatively abstract manner, e.g. "Nokdu Street" or "Ginko Avenue".
To evaluate the proposed significant place discovery method, we used an evaluation system partially based on the one presented in [3] . Significant places discovered by using the proposed approach and by manual labeling process are called Found and Labeled, respectively. Places found and labeled are called Correct. Places found but not labeled are called Discovered, while places labeled but not found are called Missed.
We compare the proposed approach with methods proposed in [5] and [6] , which are ones for discovering significant places from trajectory data. To evaluate performances, a set of measures, P , R , and F , where P , R and F denote Precision, Recall, and F-measure, respectively, have been defined as follows (# stands for "the number of").
With the above definitions, Table I shows the performance comparison results obtained from the three approaches. The proposed approach showed better results in terms of both Precision and Recall. Moreover, the proposed approach finds more discovered places than the others do, meaning that if there exists some places that have not been labeled but are significant to users, the proposed approach has more potential to find these places than the others methods. From this table, we can see that the proposed approach outperforms [5] and [6] with respect to the effectiveness of discovering significant places. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a spatio-temporal distance based clustering approach for discovering significant places from trajectory data. First, we extracted stay where user used to stay and cluster them from GPS trajectories by considering moving speed and spatial distance between points. Then, to deal with the GPS sensing error, we mined elementary places from the set of stays based on the probability concept. Finally, we discovered the significant places from the elementary places by leveraging the spatio-temporal distance between elementary places. We have evaluated the proposed approach with real-world data, and performance comparison results showed that the proposed approach outperforms two baselines.
